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QUEEN MARY LEONARD

Plane Scatters Publicity

Newsletter Calls Alumni Home

College alumni received full details of the 1948 homecoming last week through the Alumni Newsletter which was prepared by a committee of students headed by Lois Kirkland. The two-page mimeographed letter contained complete details of the many activities planned for this week end. Assisting Mrs. Kirkland were Gladys Asleson, Kathryn Bash, Rosalie Critchfield and Janet Hyde.

WELCOME ALUMNI

In a real sense the graduate looks upon his college as home. For four years he has lived on the campus or nearly. Four years of his time have been spent in college buildings, in classrooms, library, gymnasiums. Social and club activities have centered at the college to such an extent that every building has a familiar look. More paradoxical friendships made here with classmates have a way of becoming permanent because of experiences shared. Faculty who have helped, stimulated, and guided the graduate are remembered with growing appreciation as the graduate gains in experience.

To these familiar scenes the graduate returns at Homecoming time and is made welcome by friends of under-graduate days. We of the college hope your Homecoming week-end on the campus will be pleasant, satisfying, enjoyable. Dr. Nels Minne

Homecoming Queen’s Court

Mary Leonard

Chosen Queen

One of tomorrow’s elementary teachers became Winona’s homecoming queen tonight with the crowning of Miss Mary Leonard of Lake City.

The lovely 5’3” brunette was picked by the students of the college at an association meeting last Monday to rule the 1948 festivities over a field of four other candidates. Miss Leonard, a graduating sophomore, plans to teach in the first grade following her graduation next spring. She is a member of the Elementary Grade and Newman Clubs and is practice teaching in the Phelps School this quarter.

For Miss Leonard, who had never before participated in a queen contest, the suspense of the past week was doubly acute. She did not know of the selection until moments before she joined the Coronation procession down the aisle of Somsen Auditorium for the crowning ceremony.

Members of Queen Leonard’s court are Gladys Asleson, Fern Thiele, Bonnie Utley and Bernice Wadekamper. All were finalists chosen from the senior and graduating sophomore classes at the Association meeting October 4.

ENROLLMENT DOWN FROM LAST YEAR

Enrollment at the college reached 597 this week to fall eight short of the all-time record set last autumn.

The three upper classes are larger than a year ago with a senior class of 68, 98 juniors and 183 sophomores. Though smaller than last year, the Freshman group of 250 boasts the total up to within reaching distance of the record. There are 4 special students.

As in recent years, the secondary field far outnumbers the elementary with only about 20% of the enrollment listed as major-

Dr. Brighouse Wins

Slogan Contest

Interest in the annual Homecoming slogan contest was stimulated to an unusual degree the year because of the prizes do-

Weekend Celebration Opens With Pep Fest

The Rhythm Masters under the direction of Fred Heyer started off the three day celebration of this 26th homecoming at Winona State Teachers College tonight, as alumni, faculty and students gathered in Somsen Auditorium for the annual pep fest.

Greetings to the alumni were extended by President Minne and James Svenson, president of the Student Association.

Lovely Queen Leonard reigns over the proceedings from her throne on the stage of the auditorium. The Coronation proces-

Dr. Brighouse First Speaker of Month

"The Quest for Maturity" was the subject of Dr. Gilbert Brighouse, professor of Psychology, Occidental College, Los Angeles, at the first speaker-of-the-month program of the current school year, October 11.

Dr. Brighouse, English born American educated psychologist, emphasized the practical elements of psychology in his speech before the faculty, student body and friends.

He set up four guiltposts to point out the way toward normal, adult, democratic maturity. These guides were emotional, intellec-
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The Editor Says -

Today one of Minnesota’s elementary schools did not open for business. It wasn’t open yesterday or any other day so far this year. And unfortunately, it will remain closed because of the unprecedented shortage of elementary teachers in the state.

The gigantic increase in the number of potential pupils who figure for the opening of school doors this September will require an additional five hundred elementary teachers each year for at least the next six years. This tells only half of the tale and the second part is even worse than the first.

For every year in our state there is a loss of two-thousand five-hundred teachers who do not return to their elementary teaching jobs or any other position in the profession.

The informed citizens of the state are becoming increasingly aware that something must be done and quickly. To wait is to build more schoolhouse doors next autumn. Committees have been appointed and surveys conducted. But all the statistical gathering will avail nothing if the potential teachers now in our colleges continue to overlook the opportunities of working in this vital field.

As students we are preparing for a job in the high schools of the state and go daily on oblivious to the fact that our little boys can be secondary students they must complete the biggest portion of their education. In this state there just aren’t enough teachers to fill those little heads with eight years of elementary schooling. ‘We’re in a rather awkward position, aren’t we?’

Elsewhere in this paper is a story giving the enrollment figures for the term. That item affords a concise picture of the wholly inadequate manner in which our student body is planning to meet the needs of the surrounding territory. Read it and then locate yourself among those statistics. Inquire about the possibilities for you in the elementary field and then consider that one of the Johnnies or Sally’s turned back at the front steps this year can have the same fate as your brother or sister, and will be sooner or later unless some sweeping changes are made in the immediate future.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

The place: Jefferson Field
The time: 2:30 P.M.
The actors: Six sophomores and four freshmen

"Lights" "Action" "Camera"

"O.K. Gang, let’s get out there on the beat with the school song, and smile . . . 1934, "Fight Pajows Fight For Old Winona!" Cut!

Same place.

Time: 2:45.
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BY JAMES LALA

It has been brought to the attention of this department that Fall is here. In the famous words of my most eloquent master let me say, "so what?"

I repeat, "so what?"

But, oh, to be in the country, to see the leaves a "turning" red and orange, to come breakfast in the dew, to hear the birds a "callin'" to their mates, to have the sun a "peepin'" thru, "harvest moon," "pigskin parade," "bulging granaries," "duck blinds," "smokescreen cartidges," and "the rising cost of fuel!"

So what am I supposed to do, break out with a small marching band or drum and bugle corps? Relax — I mean everything is going to be all right?

Let Fall take care of itself, I've got enough on my mind. Besides, I have it from authoritative sources that Fall has come to Winona every year at about this same time and has gotten along very nicely without any help.

To be serious for a moment (and these are serious times you know!), as the English major would say, "What is the significance of the season known as Fall?"

For the average person it has meanings that are expressed in the American Standardized Set of Cliches, namely: "pungent odors," "burning leaves," "harvest moon," "regal parade," "bulging granaries," "duck blinds," "smokescreen cartidges," and "the rising cost of fuel!"

For the politician it means either election, re-election or rejection. For us it means thank you's for my girl friend's birthday. For the student it means the beginning of at least three quarters more of that old grind, sometimes homeroomly known as scholastic endeavor. And for the graduate it means Homecoming, a return to one's Alma Mater.

It can mean the return of a successful son or daughter to his or her proud mother. It can mean a thing not too pleasant. It can mean homecoming Saturday, October 16th . . . Remember, all you undergraduates, the work you do now will determine the degree of happiness and satisfaction that you will enjoy at your eventual Homecoming!

Actors: Three sophomores.

"Now keep together on this and don't rush the part when we spell Winona . . . Let's go! . . . Hey! What's The Matter With The Team?"

The above is just a quick sample of the "convo" coming into being. On a recent expedition via foot, I heard the cheerleaders go into action. They put a lot of conscientious work and planning into each presentation of a yell. The cheerleaders are putting in one or two rehearsals a week besides each game. So let's loosen up a bit and make with the noise when they ask for it.

It looks like a good year for the cheerleaders, especially since they now have their own jackets. Year yell leaders are ready, your team is ready, but they both need the support you students can give them. When Don jumps up and wants to give them the grandstand view, but they both need the support you students can give them.

You frighten us with blasts of freezing winds and cold gray skies; then you shift to warm dry days with which you apologize for previous maladies.

You boast having the Series, College Football, and Hallowee'en, but you're also a recruit for pre-winter sniffles. You herald the hunting season, you reap the harvest, and you promote those wonderful wintry roasted Ah-b-b-b-b Fall!
Now that the opening of the fall quarter is history and things are getting back to a normal state, I feel it is time to give out with a few of the deeper and more significant aspects of the situation. This is especially intended for the benefit of the freshmen.

As a bit of advice to some of the new coeds here at school, I have been asked to give out with a few words in regards to becoming properly adapted for social life on the campus. Many of the girls, as I have noticed, have been sadly neglecting themselves. First, it is most important that they stay up at least two nights a week until two o'clock in the morning. The reason for this is to acquire the proper bags under the eyes, to appear as if one has been getting the standard amount of night life, a definite requirement for all coeds. Also, the coeds should become accustomed to hearing someone say "damn" without becoming frustrated. Then too, it is most important not to let studying take up too much of one's social time. These, of course, are the starters; the rest can be picked up from the campus veterans, the school athletic staff, etc.

With fall in the air, and all the school activities out limbering up to their muscles, our thoughts are turned to sporting events. I overheard the football coach talking the other day on just that subject. He was making plans to get a select group up to the north woods to run around all winter, and he said that they could catch the big Sweden turkey around all winter, that all winter, that the big Sweden turkey is a very pretty good, and all indications point to the fact that this year's hunting will be just as good as last year.

The coming election in our country has been the topic for much heated debate lately. Now that the Republicans are through fighting the Democrats, there is not much as the Republicans are symbolized by a big, strong, healthy, sturdy elephant; while the Democrats are symbolized by a small, puny, run-down-at-the-heels jackass.

Among other things, did you know that the man in the front entrance to Somsen Hall has been defined as "the personification of the cuthardis of Wisconsin" by one of the art appreciation students? The Dr. frankly admits his apathy and confusion. I had always regarded it as a painting.

President of Mixed Chorus Selected

Jim Werner, Houston, was elected president of the Mixed Chorus at the club's first meeting of the year held last week. He will be assisted by Sylvia Lan- ning, Hayfield, as vice-president, and Jean Currier, Zumbrota, as secretary-treasurer. The Die-No-No-club were Shirley Hall, Spring Valley, and Elaine Sandeen, Wino.

Plans are underway by the chorus to hold a weekly practice meeting at a time which will be convenient to all members; as yet a definite time has not been set.

New Mendelsohners

Thirteen new voices were welcomed into the Mendelsohn club, the women’s select chorus group. The afternoon meeting was held in the Die-No-No-club were Shirley Hall, Spring Valley, and Elaine Sandeen, Wisconsin.

The nation-wide tuberculosis test program went into full swing at T. C. this fall with the X-ray test, and the student health service carried on its job with the mautens test. The mautens test is part of the continued health service offered to all students and college employees, and it is a definite requirement. It is a five-year program, which was started last year and is being carried through all college campuses in the state. It is sponsored by the National Tuberculosis Associations, the Minnesota health department, and the student health services.

The purpose of the mautens test is a screening test to determine whether or not one has been exposed to tuberculosis. The mautens test was given to all freshmen and new students as well as a number of former stu- dents. Later in the year the test will be given for all other students as well as certain grades in the Phelps School.

The student health service is financed by a certain percentage of the student activity fee. Among other things it provides for a consultation for three months. Miss Margaret Miller has been asked to take advantage of this service.

I'm Rooten For You Guys, Pop

I sure don't want you older people to think I'm bragging when I tell you about my Dad. You see it's just that I'm awful proud of him and so would like to tell you why. He's not rich or famous. In fact, he doesn't even work at a bank or have a uniform like a real policeman. His uniform suits me just fine. Though it's kinda dirty and he even work at a hank or have a uniform like a real policeman. His uniform suits me just fine. Though it's kinda dirty and he
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Home Motors

SALES AND PARTS

Second and Washington

The crowd meets at

LEE & EDDIE'S

Lunches

Soda Sundae

Ice Cream for Parties

JUNIOR VANITIES

Togs 'n Togs for Girls 'n Boys

GIFT

The BEST in Photography

at

Harold's Studio

111 W. Third

Phone 4155

Royal Cab Co.

—Quick
—Dependable
—Safe

Phone 3331

STATE Theatre

2 Days Starts Sunday, Oct. 17

Valli — Frank Sinatra

"Miracle of Bells"

2 Days Starts Tuesday, Oct. 19

Susan Peters

in

"Sign of the Ram"

3 Days Starts Thursday, Oct. 21

Ann Sheridan-Errol Flynn

in

"Silver River"

3 Days Starts Sunday, Oct. 24

Clara Bow, maple, hockey

Anne Baxter-John Hodiak

in

"Homecoming"
Club Notes
Miss Opal Foster, Phelps faculty member who spent last year as an exchange teacher in Scotland, spoke at a joint meeting of Kappa Delta Pi and the Student's Club in the art room Tuesday evening, October 12. A musical program was also presented, Kappa Delta Pi by Kappa Delta Pi. The meeting concluded with the serving of refreshments. Verda Smith and Alice Mae Schulz, Winona, comprised the food committee. Officers of Kappa Delta Pi include James LaFy, Winona president; Robert Clayton, Waseca, vice-president; Anna Rosa, LeMars, secretary. David Malcolm, Peterson, treasurer; and Lucile Just, New Ulm, historian. Miss Florence Murray is adviser for the group.

A winner roast was held at Holzinger Lodge by the members of the Science Club Monday, September 28. At the meeting the meeting were various group discussions concerning club activities for the coming quarter. Newly-elected officers are David Malcolm, Peterson, president; Genevieve Peterson, vice-president; Rosalie Crittfield, Winona, secretary-treasurer; and Don Genes, Winona, public relations.

Zinalias centered the tea table at the first meeting of the Elementary Grade Club Monday afternoon, September 13. New students were welcomed by Mrs. Lois Kirkland, president of the club, who also served as hostess for the event. Other members present included the M. W. Raake, Director, Paul, St. Charles; committee, Marie Masterson, Haisch, Joyce Johnson, Center City; Mary Walsh, Altura; and Genevieve Peterson and Marilyn Eker, Houston.

The initial meeting of the Newman Club was held Wednesday, September 23. At the meeting the following officers were elected; president, Jim LaChapelle, Winona; vice-president; Ray Crouch, Farmington, and Morris Martin, Winona, were elected as De-NKo representatives. The meeting concluded with a short talk by the Rev. R. E. Jenkins of St. Thomas Pre-Cathedral.

The Hotel Winona will be the scene of the Wenonah Players' homecoming banquet Saturday, October 16, at 9:00 p.m. Serving as general chairman is Alice Mae Schulz, Winona. Members of the decoration committee include Misses Bonnie O'Brien, Winona, chairman; Joan Winston. Red Wing; Bob Crumb, New Richmond, and Marilyn Brublit, Winona. Eighteen new members were recently accepted into the organization. They are the following: Joe Leicht, Lyric Ranch; John O'Brien, Dan O'Neil, Leon Peters, Mary Kotals, Clarence Wilhis, Jerry Charlebois, Macey Jahan, Mildred Ullom, Dorothy Tukna, Harvey Jageman, Joe Cashy, Joe Fennan, Earl Schreiber, Harry Beck, Roger Chalberg, and Mrs. Evelyn Falah.

NYSTROM MOTORS
LINCOLN - MERCURY
315 West Third St.
ATHLETE’S FEATS

By John O’Brien

“Friends, Winonans, and countrymen, we come not to praise Mankato but to bury them!”

In the chain of the Mankato eleven and the entire student body, as this all-important homecoming battle draws near, we know that there is no love lost between the two teams, and it will be a terrifically hard-fought game.

Last year’s championship club belted Mankato 12-7 in their own back yard, and it was a contest with no holds barred. Check mark October 16th on your calendars and don’t miss it. This may well be the game of the year.

No matter what the Warriors won and lost column looks like at the end of the season, our game will stand head and shoulders above the others in my estimation. You’re right! I do like the St. Mary’s game!

Our 1948 grid campaign as the Redmen like Grant took Richmond, and that was far more important to us than Grant’s campaign. (Apologies to E. M. D.)

The victory also squelched a couple of our eight straight losses at this site. Where, now, are the looks of pity from the boys on the hill? Where, now, are the looks of pity from the boys on the hill? Where, now, are the looks of pity from the boys on the hill? Where, now, are the looks of pity from the boys on the hill?

The reporter was pleased to see the almost 100 per cent student turnout at the St. Mary’s and Duluth games. Keep up the good work.

The boys who get the bumps and bruises deserve all the support we can give them.

As you already know, we dropped out of two conference games, and they were both tough ones to lose.

Interceptions set up all three Benjidi touchdowns; still we lost by only eight points in a thriller whose outcome was in doubt until the last gun sounded.

Duluth (the U. of Minnesota farm team) had a heavy line, a fast back, and the war games were the making of a “T” formation. Backs like their Murphy and Galinski and that was far more important to us than Grant’s campaign. (Apologies to E. M. D.)

The Teachers started their march to the final score from the St. Mary’s line after one play. Good yardage in the second half, headed. The Warriors picked up their own back yard, and it was a contest with no holds barred. Check mark October 16th on your calendars and don’t miss it. This may well be the game of the year.
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Wash and Greasing
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Prom Committees
Vote for Coke

W.A.A. Spotlight by Kak and Rosie

Forty girls came out for the first annual W.A.A. day the first Monday of the school year. Many of the girls were new to the few straggling upper classmen as many of the girls were freshmen. Softball and volleyball were the most popular sports of the day it seemed. Over coke and cookies everyone became well acquainted, and all in all it looks like a very successful year for W.A.A.

On October 6, our W.A.A. entertained fifty-two St. Teresa women at a play day. Activities began at ten o'clock in the morning and continued throughout the entire day. A heavy schedule of play made appetites immense. After three trips to the chew line, and on her way for the Fourth Schmitty was finally caught in the act. (Don't feel bad Schmitty — they just didn't catch the rest of us.) The climax of the day was a finale in Somsen Hall where a trophy was awarded to the winning team. No other team could boast a trophy of its kind. (Incidentally it was a tin can with welded handle and filled with caramels.) A lot of credit goes to Georgie Dressen as general chairman and to all her assistants. Bernice Wadekamper headed the program committee, Betty Waldron and Mary Schmidt, food and registration respectively.

Crash, boom, bang — another bruised shin, but it's all in a day's game of field hockey. The girls phy. ed. classes are putting their heart and soul into learning how to play the game, and are really producing results. We noticed in particular that Joyce Peterson has proven an expert goalie.

If you look out on Ogden lawn on Monday and Wednesday afternoons you'll see a hoey of girls trying to manipulate their feet in the art of soccer. (If you think it is easy — try it sometime!) It's a favorite fall sport, and the two teams headed by Georgie Dressen and Hazel Heldick are striving for the championship.

It is a low blow, kids, but don't take it too hard. Honest we're going to try to make this column worth reading. If the line of thought is wavering a little at times — don't despair, who knows next time this column may be a masterpiece.

In the Swim

"The life you save may be your own," says Cedric Adams every Friday night as a closing remark to his broadcast. But Cedric Adams is talking about driving. I am talking about swimming.

The first American Red Cross Life Saving class of the year got underway the early part of September and will complete the course November 10. These 22 people are all potential life saving instructors, and they will be qualified to take life guard or water safety positions.

According to the instructor another class will be organized the week following the graduation of the present one; notices will be posted on the bulletin board.
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